
tremor
[ʹtremə] n

1. дрожание, сотрясение, толчки
earthquake tremors - толчки землетрясения

2. дрожь; содрогание; трепет
the tremor of a leaf - трепетаниелиста
tremor of excitement - дрожь волнения
all in a tremor - трясущийся с головы до ног
he faced death without a tremor - он встретилсмерть без содрогания
a tremor went through the audience - трепетпрошёл по аудитории

3. дрожащий звук
4. мед. тремор, дрожание (рук и т. п. )

Apresyan (En-Ru)

tremor
tremor [tremor tremors tremored tremoring ] BrE [ˈtremə(r)] NAmE [ˈtremər]

noun

1. a small ↑earthquake in which the ground shakes slightly

• an earth tremor
• (figurative) The scandal sent tremors through the political establishment.

2. a slight shaking movement in a part of your body caused, for example, by cold or fear

Syn:↑quiver

• There was a slight tremor in his voice.
• She felt a tremor of fear run through her.

Word Origin:
early 17th cent.: from Latin tremor, from tremere ‘to tremble’ .

Example Bank:
• An uncontrollable tremor shook his mouth.
• He couldn't control the tremor in his voice.
• He felt a tiny tremor of excitement as he glimpsed the city lights.
• He managed to make his short speech without a tremor.
• Her expression sent a tremor of anxiety through him.
• She felt a tremor run down her back when she saw him.
• a tremor of fear
• Large doses of the drug produce tremor and rigidity.
• She could hear the tremor in his voice.
• Withdrawal symptoms include sweating and tremors.
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tremor
trem or /ˈtremə $ -ər/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Date: 1300-1400; Language: Old French; Origin: tremour, from Latin tremor, from tremere; ⇨↑tremble]

1. a small ↑earthquake in which the ground shakes slightly:

an earth tremor
2. a slight shaking movement in your body that you cannot control, especially because you are ill, weak, or upset

• • •
THESAURUS

▪ earthquake a sudden shaking of the earth’s surface: The earthquake destroyed homes, telephone lines and roads.
▪ quake informal an earthquake – used especially in journalism: More than 2000 people died when a quake hit the island of
Flores.
▪ tremor a small movement in the earth’s surface in which the ground shakes slightly: He was awoken by a series of tremors
during the night.
▪ aftershock further movements in the earth’s surface that happen after a larger earthquake: In the days after the earthquake, the
area suffered a series of aftershocks.
▪ tsunami an ocean wave caused by an earthquake under the water: There was no warning of the approaching tsunami.
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